Home adapation, Australia

Domestic bathroom transformed with Altro
Altro Aquarius™, Altro Whiterock Chameleon™
Dave was recently in the market for some safety flooring in his

the end result and it gives me great satisfaction to look at my

bathroom. He came into Altro to get some advice and was taken

bathroom and lift lobby each day. I wanted to pass on my thanks

through the product range. He loved the idea of Altro Whiterock

to the whole team at Altro who have been an absolute pleasure to

for his bathroom and lift lobby as well. Altro put him in touch

deal with.” - Dave, Hampton Victoria

with All Care Installations who did a wonderful job at his stylish

Altro Aquarius and Altro Whiterock offer contemporary shades

apartment in Hampton.

that suit any domestic environment. For environments that

Thermoforming the Altro Whiterock around the corners and using

demand luxury, Altro Whiterock is the ideal choice. Its smooth,

contrasting colours to add a high design element, the bathroom

high quality look and variety of shade combinations create the

and lift lobby look fantastic and provide an easy to clean, hygienic

look that visitors would expect: a real wow factor! Altro Aquarius

and safe environment.

then completes the look, with the reassurance that users are safer

“Altro have given me some great service and recommendations

from the risk of slipping.

including donating the material and putting me in touch with

All information is correct at the time of print and is subject to

Dave at All Care for the installation, it has made the whole

change without prior notice. Visit us at www.altro.co.uk for more

process very easy and seamless. I couldn’t be happier with

information and updates.

For further information on Altro’s vast product range of integrated flooring and wall cladding systems:
01462 707604

enquiries@altro.com

www.altro.co.uk

